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A COMPARAlIVE PETROLOGICAL STUDY OF

SOl\JIESEDIM]NTARY ROCKS FROM SOUTH_
.AFRICA AND 1'HE SURROUNDING CONTINEi\TTS.
.AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OE THEIR .HEAVY_

MINERA1...CONTENTS

.A_lLSTRA_Q_L_
The heavy residues, the light

consti tuen ts and grain size of 150 samples
of Devonian to Jurassic sands tone s,
conglomerates, tillites and siltstones were
studied. Most of the samples were colleéted
in South Africa but a number were obtained
from Australia, Ta sman.La ~ Brazil, Antarctica
and the Falkland Islands. The South African
Cape System (Devonian to Carboniferous)

. (
residues were found to be quite different
from those of the Karroo System, but the
residues of the two groups are remarkably
uniform in composition. The C,ape Sys tem
is characterised by an essentially simple
assemblage of heavy minerals, the Table
Mountain ana.Witteberg Series usually
containing small percentages of red zircon.
The Karroo System, on the other hand, is
characterised by the presence of garnet,
a rare mineral in other South African



available at presen t , The technique used
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sedimenatary rockso The concentrates of
these two systems resemble 'the concentrates
of the equivalent Brazilian, Antarctica and
Falkland Island rocksD Especially close
is the resemblance between the South African
and the Falkland Island samples, indicating
similar source rocks, tectonism and condi tions
of sedimentation. VVÏ1etherthe two regions
once formed part of the same sedimentation
basin cannot be deduced from the evidence

is fully described and discussed.

1li.'J2B0DUCTION
The remarkable sedimentary assemblage, known

as the' Gondwana Sys tem, occurs in all the continen ts
of the Southern Hemisphere as well as in India,
Madagascar and the Falkland Islands. It Was deposited
mainly in a con tinen tal environmen t during
Carboniferous to Jurassic times and the lithological
resemblance between the various parts is so striking
that many geologists believe that the continents
once formed part of a single continental mass, which
sues s (1885) named Gondwan a'Land ,

Certain features of the Gondwan a System, such
as lithology, palaeontology, palaeoclimatology and
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tectonism, have been studied in detail, but information
on the heavy mineral content is extremely scantyo
In this study, heavy minerals as weJ:l as the
significant light minerals' of a large number of sand-
stones, conglomerates, tillites and siltstones have
been examined. Samples were collected in all
the provinces of the Union of South Africa and South
Viest Afri ca , The overseas samples were obtained
from var-Leus organisations and individuals.

Very little has been published about heavy
mineral investigations in SQuth Africa. Heavy
minerals have been recorded in Cape and Karroo
sedimen ta.ry rocks and isolated studies were conduc t.ed
by Swiegers (1939), Conradie and Rabie (1944), Uys
arid Rei tz (1944-), van Coppenhagen (1944), Strydom
(1944), Potgieter (1944), Swart (1950) and McIver
(1957) "." The most comprehensive investigation up
to date was made by 'Koen (1955).

As the area, from which the South African
samples were obtained, is so vast (fig.l) my aim
Was to determine only the main characteristics
of the systems. Once these are known, future
studies of particular series or stages can be
oriented within the broad framework of the
large-scale investigation.
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TECHNI Q'tJE

One or more thin sections were cut from the
sample. Another portion of the sample, weighing
approximately 50 grams, was carefully crushed in an
iron mortar and frequently sieved (O.42-mm sieve)
until the whole of this portion had passed. through
the sieve.

This crushed sample was then v~eighed. 'y,'1.e
dust was removed by panning and, at the same time,
slightly more than one 'half of the light fraction
was carefu11y panned off. The material retained
in the pan was dried and separated into light and
heavy fractions by means of bromoform (sog. 2.9)4

Four funnels (5 cm in diameter), each fitted
with a small length of rubber tubing and a pinchcock,
were used for the separationo Approxima.tely 6 gm
of panned concentrate was separated in each flli1nel.
The contents of each funnel were well stirred and
the heavy minerals were then allowed to settle. The
stirring was repeated ten times ..

The heavy minerals were drained off into a
50-m I beaker and left to settle. T~e clear bromoform
above the heavy minerals was carefully decanted into
the bromoform stock bottle and alcohol was added to
the remaining bromoform in the beakero The resultant



residue bottle. The bromoform bearing the light

(
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lighter liquid was decanted into the bromoform

fraction in the separating funnel was then drained
through filter paper into the stock bottleo The
bromoform still adhering to the light mineral grains
and in the fil ter paper was washed out vd th alcohol
and the washings collected in the residue bottleo
The light fraction was discarded, as thin sections
were used, in preference, for the study of the light
mineralso

The heavy mineral concentrate was then dried
and the metallic iron grains removed with a hand
magn st ," The metallic iron grains were acquired
from crushing in the iron mortaro The weight of
the concentrate was then det-armd.nedand the heavy
mineral content was computed as a percentage of the
sample usedo

Quartered portions of the heavy mineral fraction
were mounted in various refractive index liquids and
the minerals present were identified under the
mf croscops , Another quartered portion was mounted
in canada balsam on a microscope slideD The grains
in this slide (usually more than one slide was
necessary) were counted in the following wayo



500 grains had been counted. The information
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SeVeral fields were selected and all the grains
in each field counted until a total of about

obtained is given as the number of grains percent9
(tables 1 to 5). The percentages were recorded
in wh.o'l,e numbers, since fractional percentages
suggest an accuracy that did not exist. The
slides were kept for reference purposes. The
portions of the heavy mineral concentrate used
for the solid and liquid mounts were obtained by
quartering the concentrate with a sharp knife.

It is not only the heavy concentrates that
are of importance in the study of provenance of
sediments; the light fractions are equally
significant. For instance, feldspar, mica and
detrital graphite that occur in the South African
Karroo System provide valuable and Lndd spensab Le
information on the history of the system.

The light fraction was studied mainly in
thin section and in refractive index liquid mounts
of the original sample. The point counter method
of Chayes (1949) was used for the micrometric
analysis of the thin sections. Since quartz and
feldspar are sometimes difficult to distinguish in
thin sections of sedimentary rocks7 the percentages



D, rounded and E, well rounded , The presence of

,.;.7 -
were recorded to the nearest multiple of five
percent. Only quartz, feidspar and rock fragments
were counted" ."Carbonates, chlori tic and serici tic
material and mica wer'e noted, but were not taken
into account in the nomenclature unless they
represented a very large proportion of the rocko

The nomenclature used (tables 6-8) is that
proposed by Pettijohn (1957, p.29l). Hand samples
were examined to ascertain the pr'esence of graphite
and clay pellets.

The average roundness of the light and heavy
,mineral grains was determined by the visual method,
using the scale (letters A to E) described by
Pettijohn (1957, p.59) and Heinrich (1956, p.103)
n ame Lyr-, A, angular; B, subangular; C, subr ounded ;

idiomorphic grains were also recorded in the tables.
The mean diameters of 50 grains were measured

to determine the average grain size of each rock.
The same procedure was followed to determine the
average grain size of the individual heavy minerals.
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DISCUSSION OF'YrlE,TECHNI{~UE'

An iÏ1vestigation was made to determine the

most suitable technique to be followed for the

study of heavy minerals in rocks of the Cape and

Karroo Systems.

Problems relating to: (I) the wei ght of sample,

(2) the crushing and sieving method, (3) the panning

procedure, (4) the bromoform separation, (5) the

recovery of bromoform, (6) the heavy mineral counts,

(7) the use of statistical methods for the presentation

of the res~lts, and (8) the variation of the heavy

mineral concentrates wi thin one sand stone stratum,

were investigated and the results are discussed below.

For the following investigations a large (3 kg)

sample of Middle Beaufort sandstone (sample 39) was

crushed to minus 0.42 mmand quartered po~tions of

thi s sample wer-e used 0

(1) ~ight of sample

To determine the most satisfactory weight of

sample for study, three porti ons of the sample (A,

20 gm; B, 50 gm; C, 646.5 gm) were u se d , Dust

was removed from all the samples by washing. Samples

B and C were further panned to one half and one

twentieth, respectively, of their original wef ght ,
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The samples were then separated by means of bromoform.
APproximately 6 grams C?fwashed or panned concentrate
was used per funnel and stirred 10 times.

The total pereen tages of heavy minerals recovered
were 1.4620 per cent, 1.4588 per cent and 002945 per
cent, respectively. T!1e heavy mineral contents of
A and. B were the same (within experimental 'error),
whilst that of C was appreciably less. This marked
difference in content is due to the greater degree
of panning in the case of C (See Panning procedure
below) •

Thi s sample (No. 39) yielded a very large
concentrate. The percentages of heavy minerals
obtained usually range between 0.05 and 0.50 percent.
A 60-gm sample normally yields a sufficient
concentrate for study and this weight was therefore
usod in the study.

In cases where the concentrates were found to
be too small, a lOO-gm sample Was used, panned to a
half, and separated in eight funnels.
(2) Crushing and sieving method

Careful crushing and frequent sieving is
necessary to avoid an excess of rock flour and
possi bIe breakage of the heavy mineral grains.
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This procedure was kept as uniform as possible for
all the samples, so that the results would be
comparable. (Tyler and Mar sden , 19370 ppo 3-9) 0 '

The use of various size fractions has been
advocated by sonie petrologists in order to eliminate
the effects of granular variation and to restrict
the grades used to those which can be examined
conveniently under the microscope. Ven Andel (1950)
uses the whole 0.5 to O.06-mm fraction whilst
Sindowsky (1949) examines the grade containing the
largest amount of sand and the two successive finer
grades. Rubey (1933) again would consider it
advantageous to use the whole heavy concentrate,
if sorting were the only factor ,that affected the
size distri bution of the minerals, but for practical
reasons he selects two fractions, one representing
the same actual grain size and the other representing
the same relative grain size in each sample. In
the present study it was found that the average
grain size of all the heavy residues, except those
of the river sands, was much smaller than 0.5 ~"
which is the size of the largest grains which can
be examined convenientlY under the microscope. The
whole of the' concentrate could therefore. be studied.
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To determine whether the study of a finer

size grade would yield a result truly representative
of the sample used, a portion of the sample, (No. 39)
was further sieved through a O.074-mm sieve. The
two fractions CD, 0042 - 00074 mm; E, minus 0.074-mm)
wer~ separated in an identical manner. Fraction D
yielded 8. concentrate which represented 1.1160 per
cent of the original sample whilst fraction E
yielded a concentrate representing 002873 per cent
of the same sample. It can thus be noted that the
heRvy minerals are not necessarily concentrated in
the smaller size grades as postulated by Koen (1955)0

In addi tion to the great differences in the
heavy mmeraj,percentages obtained from D and E~
these two concentrates also differed greatly in

composi tion. The concen trate obtained from D
consisted of garnet and small percentages of apatite,
zircon, rutile and tourmaline whilst the concentrate
from E consisted of anatase with a small percentage
of zircon.

The results obtained from the use of a size
grade smaller than about 0.35 mm'would not be
comparable unless the size distri bution of "!:;he
different heavy minerals was identical in all the'
samples studied.



minus 0.42 mm. This treatment of the coarse river
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Crushing the whole sample to minus 0042 mm

would result in the breakage of a certain proportion
of the heavy mi.neral grains but it 'Was observed that
this proportion was always sma l.L, In thin section
it was noticed that some of the grains were already
cracked in the rock, and these grain s would be
broken, whatever procedure was used.

The tillite samples are extremely tough and
their disintegration could only be effected by
crushing the whol,e sample to a predetermined finenes s 0

The other more friable samples therefore had to be
treated in the same way for the sake of uniformity.
The coarse river sands were likewise crushed to

sands alters the mineral percentage values but the
results are sufficiently accurate for the requirements
of this investigationo

Size analyses of heavy residues are sometimes
carried out in order to solve certain problems
relating to the history of the sedimen~s. Thus
Doeglas (1946, 1950) has been able to show vvhether
a sediment has originated by the mixing of two
'componen ts or by differentiation. This technique
seems to be of value mainly in determining small



well with the aid of normal analY$iso Special
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scale features and not in regional studies, and it

has therefore not been used in the present "

inve stigation 0 Van Andel (1950·j. states: "'Sedimentary

petrological research can be carried out perfectly

problems may in some cases be solved advantageously

by means of fracti on anaLys l so"

(3) Panning procedure

Panning to ha.lf ·the original weight is

justified by experimeht, (See Weight of sample

above), and is in accordance vd th the method of

Holmes (1930, PPo69-70) 0 As the method of separation

of samples A, Band C was similar in all respects,

with the exception of the degree of panning (A,

dust removed; B, panned to one half; and C, panned

to one twentieth), the differences in their respective

heavy mineral contents (A~ 104620 per cent; B,

1.4588 per cent; and C, 0.2945 per cent) could only

be ascribed to the degree of panning~

Panning'to a one half is thus permissible as the

heavy mineral content is the same as for the unpanned

samp.Le (A).. Ewig (1931, p..,140) agrees that the loss

of heavy minerals by panning is negligible if

con tinued ohly to one half or even one third of the,

original weight. The panning procedure was kept as I
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uniform as possible so as to comply vvith the
factors discussed by Smithson (1930, Po136)o

(4) Bromoform separatiog
Four funnels (5 cm in diameter) are employed

for the separation since one 500-gm bottle of
bromoform adequately fills them.

The following investigation was made to determine
the weight of sample that can be separated efficiently
in one funnel. Two portions (F and t) of the
sample (No. 39) were divided (by quartering) between
8 funnels for each sample. Different weights of
sample were introduced into each f~el. Sample F
was stirred three times and sample G ten times.
The results obtained are graphically ~epresented in

figure 2. From the figure it can be seen that samples
up to 6 grams can be separated in one funnel, if
stirred ten times, and still retain the same degree
of accuracy as 3 grams of sample per fW1nel stirred
three times.

If about 6 grams of sample per funnel (stirred
ten times) were used, the percentage 'error (difference
between the absolute experimental heavy mineral
con tent and that obtained) would 'be less than one
percent per funnel. Greater errors could be expected



the same degree of accuracYe The use of more
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from other sources such as sampling, crushing,
sieving, quartering of the concentrates for
microscopic slides and grain countingo

The method of separation for 'sample G
(stirring ten times) is time ccnsumdrig, For the
separation of the same amount of sample stirred
three times however, approximately t"wice the number
of funnels would be necessary in order to r~tain

funnels increases the time necessary to complete
the separation as weli as the amount of bromoform
used"

(5) The recovery of bromof.2r.m.
The bromoform mixed with the alcohol in the'

residue bottle is recovered by means of the method
used by Ross (1926, Po 456) and Twenhofel and Tyler
(1941, p.71). Thi s method entails the addi tion of
a large volume of water to the bromoform-alcohol
mixture and shaking vvell" The wa. ter mixes vvith
the alcohol in all proportions to form a light liquid.
The bromoform can thus be drained off in a, separa ting
funnel .. Water still dispersed within the bromoform
is removed by filtration through several thicknesses
of filter paper and the bromoform is returned to
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the stock bottleo Discoloration of the bromoform
is removed by the addition of solid potassium
hydroxide (KOH), shaking well and filtering off the·
resultlliityellow precipitate.

Twenhofel and Tyler (1941, P1l81) judge the
losses of bromoform in one separation to be between

of bromoform in one separa tion was found to be 5
per cent.

(6) ~.ê.Y.:L.1nin.§.£alcounts
The pcr t+on s of the heavy mineral concentrate

used for the solid and liquid mounts were obtained
by quartering the concentrate with a sharp knife.
otto (1933, pp~ 30-39) criticises this,method
severely. In order to lessen the error a number of
mounts were made for the count:"..ng of one sample.

According the Dryden (1931, Po233) the
accuracy of the counts increases as the square
root of the number of grains countedD He advocated
the coun ting of 300 grain s, but on account of -the
possible error in the quartering of the heavy

I

mineral concentrate ~ 500 grains were counted in
this study.

Some authors use other methods of coun ting the
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grains and presenting the results.. Petrologists

of the Dutch School (Doeglas , van .Andel and others)

count the grains by moving the slide along parallel

lines by means of a mechanical stage and noting the

grains which touch the crosshairs .. The results

obtained by this method will not be.percentages by

numbar , a's the value for large grains will be

increased and 'tha t for small grain s decreased ..

.As the numbers obtained have no precise meaning,

the method of the Dutch authors has not been used ,

Grains smaller than 0003 mmare not easily

identified under the microscope and are therefore

,not included in the heavy mineral oount s , Many of

these grains are probably removed by panning as

only a small numbe r were encountered ..

(7) Stati§tic~hQ9.p_QLQres.§£l~ati.oQ of the :t:e..§u~tiL

In order to compare heavy mineral analyses,,

some authors use statistical meth ods , 'Examples of

such statistical methods are Eisenhart's (1935)
chi- square te st for homogenei ty and Dryden : s

(1935) co-efficient of correlation. Refinements

of these methods and other methods have also been

used by Pettijohn (1931), Cogen (1935) Smithson

(1939), Rittenhouse (1943), Manning (1953), Kellager

and Flanagffi1 (1956), Carrol (1957) and PaaIe (1958)..
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These methods are time consuming and although

they may 'be of value in the study of suitable problems
they have not been attempted in, the present investigation
for the following reasons: (1) Granular variation
amongst samples of varying grain size would make
compar Lson by statistical methods of little vaLue ,
(2) Variations of composition cannot be studied
quantitatively unless the stratigr,aphical as well
as the geographical position of each sample. is
accurately known, In collecting samples for the
present study it was often impossible to determine
the precise stratigraphical horizon of an outcrop,

in the composition of the samples may be caused by
differences in the degree of weathering and this
factor cannot be evaluated quantitatively, Although
relatively unweathered samples have been collected
wherever Possible, in some localities only somewhat
weathered one s were available. The concen trates
of the weathered samples usually carry a relatively
large pr opor-tfon of opaque grains consisting of iron
and manganese oxides, and other undefinable minerals.

In practice it has usually not proved difficult
to draw conclusions from mineralogical data, sometimes
vd th the aid of simple graph s and diagrams.
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(8) ~atm.§Qi._gL the concentrat~.Yii th.....s£i£.

A further question which had to be settled in

connection wi th the procedure, was the 8.dvisabili ty

or otherwise of tre~ting the heavy minerals with

a. cids. Acid treatment cleans the grains and

facilitates their identification but it destroys

certain diagnostic minerals such as apa td tee As

no particular difficulty was encountered in

identifying the minerals present, acid treatment

was not used ,

( 9) Variations of the he~mineral concentrate
vvithin one sandstone stlli1ID1

An investigation was made to determine to what

extent the heavy mineral concentrates vary horizontally

and vertically in one sandstone stratum.

For thi s purpose six samples (Nos. 46 to 51)

were s tudf ed , Samples 49, 50, 46 and 51 were taken

at intervals of One mile along the strike of the

outcrop whilst samples 47 and 48 were taken 20 feet

above and 10 feet below sample 46 respectivelyo

The results are given in ta.ble 2.

The total percentages of heavy minerals in the

samples differed rather greatly (Oe06 - 0.30 per

cent) • These differences could not be ascribed to

experimental error though it may have played a

subordina. te role. The source of thi s di screpancy
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is thought: tb be due to na tur a'l conai tioris during

the deposition of the sedimehts~

The composition of the heavy mtner a'l

concentrates have a. remarkable qualitative similarity

and although they differ quantitatively té a smaii

dË:lgree, these differences do not appear to show

arty special relationship té their reiative positions

in the stratum.

~The differences encountered in the compositien

of. the heavy minerai concentrates are of the same

order óf magnitude as those found among samples from

the same stratigraphic horizon over long distances.

This test shows that differences in heavy

mirieral·composition can be expected for sandstones

from widely separated localities although they may

have been derived from the same source rocks 0"

Similar concentrates are indicative' of similar source

rocks, although differing ·concentrates may be

derived from the same source roc]{so These differences

are ascribed to a number of factors such as we.athering,

condi tions of transportation and sedimentation,

intrastratal'solution, and depth of burial.

t



Karroo succession in varying quantities. It appears
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DESCRIPTION OF HEAVY 1j1NE~

(1) .:8.:Q.gtite
.Apatite appears in small quantities i~ most

of the Karroo samples and in three ~okkeveld samples
and the Nama (Cambrian) sample. The apatite grains
are usually clear and colourless, though some grains
appear turbid as a result of minute inclusions.
The grains are ~ither rounded, elongated, idiomorphic
or egg-shaped. Sometimes they contain small
inclusions which are parallel or perpendicular to
the crystallographic c axis, or cluster.ed about
the centre of the grains. Grains exhibi ting definite
prismatic faces with rounded terminations are
plEntiful in some concentrates.

(2) Garnet
With the excëption of five samples (NOG~19,

26, 30, 35 and 69), garnet occurs throughout the

as .a very small percentage in some Recent river sands
(Nos. 3 to 5) and has been encountered in only one
Cape System sample, .the.tillite band in the Table
Mountain Series (NoCl96).

Most of the grains appear colourless to pink



anisotrophic material. The grains are commonly

\.
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under the microscope? some grains showing signs of

staining and superficial deposits of weakly

angular, often fractured, and rarely well r ounded ,

Rounded grains áre sometimes present in samples

of the Cave Sandstone Stage.

Distinctive surface features such as pitting,

grooving a~d hillocks, reminiscent of etch patterns,

are plentiful. Similar surface features have been

noted by Sauer (1900, pp 42-46), Bosworth (1913,
p , 57), Mackie (1925, PPo147-148), Bramma.ll (1928,
po 36), Bramlette (1929, PPo 336-337), Wilgus (1933,
po 86), Buckley (1951, PPo319-321) and Koen (1955).

Bramlette ascribes the hillocks to etching,

Buckley and Koen to gr owth , whilst Bosworth considers

that the patterning is due to the effect of abrasion

by tran spor ta ti on in water. Pa.rtially dec omposed

grains have been found in thin section. These

grain s have well-defined shells (pas si bly' of chlori ti c

ma.tter) which still con tain portions of the original

grain. Such portions mostly exhibit pa.tterning which

is undoubtedly the result of etching rather than
(

growth.

Inclusions 1,I1Jithno apparent preferred orientation

are fairly commono Most of the inclusi ons tend to be



(3) Zircm
Zircon Was found in most of the samples

investigated, varying from a trace to more than 60
percen t of the'whole heavy mineral suite.

It occurs as idiomorphic, rounded or angular
transparent grains. Generally colourless under the
microscope, a small percentage of red zircon grains
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t

weakly anisotropicQ

The refractive indices of 21 samples, (containing
the hd ghest percentages of garnet) were examined
(fig 3)~' The immersion method was employed using
phenyl diodo arsine mixed with methylene iodide to
give liquids with refractive indices 1.78, 1080,
1.82 and 1.84. VVith the exception of sample 61,
most of the garnet grains were found to have
refractive indices between 1.78 and 1.80 with
lesser proportions between 1.76 - 1.78 and 1.80 -
1.82. These indices correspond to those of almandi te.
In sampl~ 61 most of the grains have a refractive
index between 1.80 and 1.82.' As the refractive

r:
I

I

!
(,

indices of garnet were determined in only 21 samples
it is impossible to form a definite opinion as to
the significance of the distribution of the refractive
indices in this sample (Noo 61).

i
;:



included in the above subdivisionso Zoned or
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were encountered in samples from the Witteberg and
Table Mountain series. A trace of red zircon was
found in ·only two Karroo System samples (Nos. 33 and
34 of the Molteno Stage)'~ The presence of a trace
of red zircon in these samples can be explained on
the assumption that the Cape System, particularly
the VVitteberg Series, once formed part of the source
area of the Molteno Beds (Taljaard and Rust 1957) 0

One percent and a trace respectively were also noted
in a W~.terberg sample (Noo'98) and in an Enon sample
(No.9) II

Idiomorphic grains have well-developed prismatic
faces (100) and less frequently (110), terminated by
pyramidal faces, slightly rounded in many ca ses,

Inclusions are common and tend to segregate in
the centres or lie parallel to the crystallographic
c axis .. Some grains appear quite dark as a result
of many small Lnc Iu s'lons,

For the purpose s of thi s study the zircon grains
were subdivided into rounded, Ldd omor phf,c and angular
grains .. The red zircons are noted and are also

Istrained grains are also fairly common but their
\)

proportion to unzoned grains was not determined~



mainly in colour and pleochroism. Idiomorphic
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(4) Rutile

Rutile was found in most of the samples
investigated and could be separated into ,two colour
types, name'Ly a dark reddish-bro1Nn and an amber to
yellow type. Both colour types may be pleochroic.

The grains are mostly elongated (exhibiting
parallel and extinction), and generally subangular
to subr-ounded , Prismatic grains with rounded
terminations were sometimes found, whilst a geniculate
twin was encountered in one sample (No. 14). Apart
from longi tudinal striae a few of the idi omorphic
grains show striae running diagonally across the
prism edge, due' to polysin thetic twinning.
(5) Tourmaiine

Different varieties of tourmaline were found
in most of the samples investigated, differing

grains, (prismatic with rounded terminations) v~ere
found ~ogether with well-rounded and subangular
grains. The rotmded shape is by far the most commcn ,

Practically all the grains are pleochroic in
a variety of colours. The predominant colours are
bro~n (ranging in shades from yellow~brown to red-
brovvu) and green. A few blue and colourless grains
were enc ountered ~



Pleochroic in light shades of yellow. The grains
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Inclusions are common. N,o tourmaline

overgrowths were encoun tered ,

(6) Monazi te
l\!Ianazite usually occurs as exceptionally well-

rounded, co'lourLe ss to pale yellow grains. Some
grains (particularly the largest ones are weakly

are usually translucent and contain only a few or no
inclusions. Idiomorphic grains were not encountered.

colourless to light yellow grains. Pleochroism,
This mineral appears as 'irregular, subarigu'l.ar ,

when present, is weak. Subrounded grains were
encountered in the Cave Sandstone Stage.

The grains are not always perfectly clear, due
perhaps to small inclusions or decomposition on the
surface of the grains. Authigenic epidote
(clinosoizi tic) was found in samples (Nos. 145 _

\

150) from Queen Maud Land, Antarctica.

(8) Chlori te
The name chlori te, as used in thi s vpaper , is

given to a group of crystalline green minerals
including greenish undetermined "chloritic metter"
(Milner, 1940 p.264). These minerals are sometimes



pleochroism and parallel extinction. The average
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weakly pleochroic but lacking any definite crystal
form. Theyo are usually present as dirty, ragged,
subangular grains~ Between crossed nicols the
grains exhibit anomolous (ultra blue) colours.
Numerous inclusions were often encountered.

On account of the limited occurrence of
pyroxene minerals in the heavy mineral suites, all
the pyroxenes were grouped together under this
he~ding. The pyroxenes in samples 1 to 4 consisted
mainly of hypersthene characterised by the pinkish

grain sizes of the pyroxenes in table 1 represents
the grain size in the crushed concentrate. The
actual grain sizes of the pyroxenes in these samples
Was in excess of 0.42 mm (sieve open1.ng).

In sample 5 the pyroxenes were mainly diopsideo,

(la) Amphibole
In this study all the amphibole minerals have

been grouped together. The amphiboles in samples
3, 4, 5 and III were mainly green ho~nblende
exhibiting the typical pleochroism and ragged
prisma tic form.
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an aggregate of dust particles. Only a few
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(Il).£taurolite

Stauroli té appears as reddi sh-yel.Low to light-
yellow, pleo~hroic grains. The grains are usually
'subrounded and contain inclusions~

(12) Carbonai§.
Carbonate grains have the extreme birefring~nce

of calcite. The minerals are generally cleavage
fragments, but may be ragged or subangular. The
grains are cloudy to colourle'ss and exhibit
characteristic "tvdnkling" effects upon rotation of
the microscope stage.

(13) .Anatase
Tne domina.nt colour of the ana tase is brown

in tin ts from pale yellow-brown to dark brown. The
grains are usually square tabular and sometimes
octahedral in form. Parallel intergrowths and
striations were often noted'. The most common
type of inclusion is a dark irregular smudge due to

slightly rounded grains were encountered. .Anatase
was probably formed at the expense of ilmeni te or
other titaniferous minerals. In thin section the
anatase grains tend to be clustered together around
Cl. core which could possibly once have been a
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titaniferous mineral. The average grain size of
the anatase found in this study was 0.05 mm and
smaller. The iden/tification of an almost pure
anatase concentrate from sample 35 Was confirmed
by X-ray, spectrographic and chemical tests.

II \

(14) Brookite
This mineral has a very limited occurrence in .

the heavy mineral concentrates. It appears as
yel.Lowlsh-cbrown , tabular, striated grains showing
the characteristic dispersion of this mineral. The
brookite probably has an authigenic origin (decompo-
sition of other titaniferous minerals) as the
grains are usually small and highly angular. Only
in one instance was a rounded brookite grain
encountered (No.14).

(15) Ti t.ê1iJ:.§.
Titanite is pale brovm to almost colourless

and sometimes weakly pleochroic. The grains are
usually angular to subangular, possibly representing
grains broken during the crushing process , as they
were found to be cracked in thin section. In some
thin sections the titani te exhibi ts a very dark
core, possibly the remains of a previous titaniferous
mineral that has remained unaltered, whilst its
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circumference has been altered to titanite. In
sample 59 a fe~v graihs were found exhi biting the
characteristic wedge-shaped form.

This min.eral appears as irregular, angula.r
to subangular, colourless to light-pink grains. The
light-pink grains are weakly pleochroic.

(17) Spinel
This mineral is charecterised by a deep green

colour, high refractive index and isotropisme Only
two angular grains were encountered.
(18) Bi otite

Bioti te occurs as brown or yellow cleavage
flakes, seldom worn and always lying vvith (001)
in the plane of the slide, thus appearing non-
pleochroic.. It is identified by its colour,
cleavage and almost uniaxial interference figure.

(19) Chlori toid
This mineral occurs as dirty subangular flakes,

pleochroic in light green and bIue ,

(20) Cas siteri te
Cassi teri te appears as yellow-brown grains vvitri

high refractive indices. It is distinguished from
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zircon by its lower birefringenceo

were anguiar.

. These few grains
Cl .:

(21) Xenotime

n1is mineral was only found in one sample

(N0.81) from the VVitteberg Series. It had a
J

slightly flattened, subrounded appear-anee and was

ligh t br-own in colour. The refractive indices

determined were ~1.71 and c:::.-l 82_, . The low index,

J-"'1.71, could possibly be due to s'ome degre'ê ·of

al terati on of the mineral. The mineral is uniaxial

positive.

(22) Kyani te

Kyanite appears as colourless cleavage grains,

devpid of inclusions,

an oblique ex tf.nc t.l on.

It is biaxial negative with

(23) Ma~.~arite

Only one flaky grain of margarite was encountered

(Sample 124). Margarite is a brittle mica, resembling

biotite in form.

(24) Leucoxene

Leucoxene has a whi te colour in reflected light,

vvith a dull porcelainous lustrea The pre sence of

titanium was determined by a chemical test (potassium



and remains dark in reflected light , It was
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bisulphite melt). This mineral i~ incl~ded under
the opaque' heavy minerals.

(25) Ilmeni te
Ilmenite appears black under the microscope

chemically tested for titand.um'(potassium bisulphi te
melt) and is ~ncluded under the opaque heaVy minerals
in the counts.

(26) Qr2aQuiL,minerals
Under opaque heavy minerals are included all

.the dark undiff eren tiated mineral s of unknown
compo sátion, In several cases a large proportion
of the opaque minerals was identified as ilmenite
or leucoxene by optical and chemical tests. Th,e
presence of 1lmenite and leucoxene is recorded in
tables 1 to 5.

The opaque minerals are generally angular to
subarigul.ar, and on the whole tend to be larger than
the rest of the heaVy minerals in one particular
concentrate. Rounded opaque minerals were found
in samples from the Cave Sandstone Stage and in the
Kalahari sands. This group of minerals corresponds
to the "alterites" described by van Andel (1950,

PP. 45-6) 0



(elongation indices, et o, ) 0 Rounded grains of
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POSSIB1m. SOURCES OF DERIVATION OF HEAVY MINERAb§_

APatite, according to Milner (1940, P.244),
)

,
is especially common in granites and syenites,
whilst Dana (1955, p.705) mentions crystalline
metamorphic rocks as a further possible source.
Sindowsky (1949, p.7) maintains that apatite weathers
readily and therefore its presence could indicate
a rapid erosion of the source area.

Schists and other crystalline rocks are the
main sources of almandite garnet.

Zïrcon is such a ubiquitous mineral that no
definite opinion can be expressed as to its origin
wi thout a more detailed study of the mineral grains.

zirc on, tourmaline and rutile are either indic ative
of long distances of transportation or second-cycle
deposition (Pettijohn 1957, p.5l3).

Most of the tourmalines found in this study
were yellow-broviJU to red-brown and green in colour.
According to the classification of Krynine (1946,
p.65-87) these varieties are derived from granites
and pegmatized injected areas. The blue tourmaline
is a pegmatitic variety. No outgrowths were
encountered on the tourmaline, and this excludes its
possible authigenic origin •

................------------------------------------------------------
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Monazi te is an accessory mineral in acid

igneous rocks especially graniteso

Some heavy minerals such as brooki te, anatase

and titanite are probablY formed by secondary

processes (Pettij ohn 1957, p.669). These minerals

have therefore not been taken into account in the

comparison of the heavy mineral data in the tables.

Judging hy the compositions of the heavy

concentrates, the source rocks of the Karroo

sedimen ts were primarily high grade metamorphic

rocks and granite.

The concentrates of the Cape System are

essentially composed of stable heavy minerals

which are indicative of acid source rocks.



form,the Cape folded ranges. In the northern Cape
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GEOLOGY AND RESULTg

Strata of Devonian to Carboniferous age, known
as the Cape System, occur as a fringe around the
South African coast (du Toit 1954). The lowest
and highest members of this system, the Table Mountain
Series and the Witteberg Series, respectively, are
predominantly arenaceous wht lst the intermediate
member, the ~okkGveld Series, is predominantly
argillaceous o. The sedimen ts of the Cape System were
appar entLy deposited mainly in shallow wa ter , the
Bokkeveld Series representing deposition during a
deeper water interlude.

The Karroo System (Gondwana) conformably
overlies this assemblage in 0 the Southern Cape Province
and the strata here have been intensely folded to

Province and the Transvaal, the Karroo System rests
directly on the pre-Cambrian basement rocks, the
attitude of the strata being approximately horizontal.
Karroo sedimentation commenced with the formation of
glacial deposi ts (the Dwyka Series) followed by a
thick succession of fresh water and continental
sediments (Ecca, Beaufort and Stormberg Series).
The topmost beds consist of a deposi t of wind-blown
sand and sedimentation terminated with the outpouring
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of a great thickness of basaltic lava.

The heavy residues of the three members of
the Cape System are poor in mineral species and
appear to be fairly uniform in composition
throughout the area studied (Western Cape to
Natal). The coneen trates of the Table Meun tam
Series (Nos. 89-96) are characterised by the
presence of a small proportion of red zircon whilst
the VVitteberg Series (Nose 80-84) also usually
carries traces of this variety of zircono The
Bokkeveld Series (Nos. 85-88) does not carry red
zircon but small amounts of apatite are usually
presen t.

The transition from the \Nitteberg to the
Dwyka Serie s (Nos 0 72-79) is marked by a complete
change in the composition of the heavy residues.
Garnet becomes the characteristic heavy mineral
but there appears to be a break in the garnet
content of the sediments in the Lower Ecca Stage
and again in the Molteno Stage of the Stormberg
Series. In the CaVe Sandstone Stage, epidote
becomes a conspicuous consti tuent of the concentrates.

The two Dwyka Series samples (Nos. 77 and 78)

and the three Stormberg Series samples (Nc·s. 19,
27 and 35) from South West Africa (included under
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the samples from the Union of South Africa)
carréspond closely to their Union equt.vaLen t s,
The garnet content however does seem to be .slightly
lower than in the Union samples.

No Karroo samples were studied from other
localities in Africa. However in an Annual Report
by Dixey (1930, Poll) information is given
concerning heavy minerals of sediments of Karroo
age of the Lower Shire, Nyas al.and, He states:
"Sediments, chiefly Upper Sandstones (Karroo) give
garnet, rutile, zircon, epidote and barytes, with
inconspicuous iron ores and ferromagnesian minerals."

The presence of garnet in the Karroo System
is of particular significance as garnet is a rare
mineral in other South African sedimentary rockso
With the exception of this formation it was found
only in the tilli te band of the Table Mountain
Series. Koen (1955) has studied the heavy residues
of Karroo rocks in certain Transvaal and Northern
Free State boreholes. As he ffi1lyexamined the
minus-00074-mm fraction, his results are not
comparable with those obtained in this studyo

Two Tasmanian samples (Noso122-l23) and ten
Australian samples (Nos. l24-l3l)were examined, and
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the results a.re given in tables 4 and 50 The

residues are simple, and red zircon is ahsen t

from the DevonLan to Carboniferous sample s 0

.Apart from the presence of very small amounts in

four samples (Nos. 124, 128, 130 and 131), ~rnet

is mcr oovar absent from the Gondwana samples.

It can thus be deduced that there is no significant

resemblance between the South African and the

Australian samples.

The Devonian to Triassic succession in

Bra.zil resembles that in South Afric8.o Descriptions

of the s tr a tf.gr aphy , palaeontology, e tc , , are

given elsewhere (du Toit 1927, 1937; Caster and

IvIendes 1948; Caster 1952; Maack 1950~1951, 1952,

1953; Barbosa 1952) and the particulars will

therefore not be repeated here. The Furnas

Sandstone is correlated vd th the Table Mountain

Series and it is followed by the Santa Rosa:

Group (which includes the Ponta Grosa Shale and

the Tibag{ Sandstone.) and the Bar r-ef r o Sandstone

which are closely comparable with the Bokkeveld
"

and iilIï tteberg Serie s, respec ti vely. The Gondwana

System uncomformably overlies the Devonian to

Carboniferous assemblage~ the lowest member being

a glacial deposi t, the Itarar~ Series. A succession



Cape and· Karroo Systems. The correspondence between
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of continental, del taic and estuarine strata (the

-v • ,..__,.I'ubaráo, Pas sa-Dof s and Sao Bento Series) f o'lLows,
and like the corresponding South African strata,
the highest beds in the strati graphical column
(the Rio do Rasta or Botucatu Beds) are of aeolian
origin. The Serra Geral eruptives crown this
assemblage.

Ten samples from Brazil (Nos. 112-121) were
examined and the results are given in table 4.

The Furn8s residues resemble those of the Table
Mountain Series to some extent but they carry a
higher percentage of tourmaline. The Tibagl and
the Barreira residues, bowever, are remarkably
similar to the Bokkeveld and VVitteberg concen trates
respectively. The transition between the Devonian
to Carboniferous and the Gondwana Systems furthermore
shows some degree of resemblance to that between the

the Gondwana residues of the two regions does not
seem to be close but, as only a few samples were
available for study, a defini te opinion cann ot be
expressed. Of particular interest is the occurrence
of staurolite in the intra-trappean sample (No~112).
Thi s mineral may have originated in shales which
were metamorphosed by the intrusion of the trap magma.
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Samples from four localities in Antarctica

(figo4) were examined, n amel.y , from South V~ctoria

Land (Nos. 132-134); Mac Robertson Land (Noo135)

The Hor.l i.ck Mountains (Nos. 136 - 14Ll-) and Queeh

Maud Land (Noso 145-150). 'In the Horlick Mountains

the Gondwana (or pre sumed Gondwana) s tra ta

conf orrnabLy overlie 8. Devonian to Carboniferous

assemblage whilst in the other localities thesê

sedimen ts (Gondwana) rest on pre-Cnmbrian basemen t

rocks.

The sedimentary rocks of Queen Maud Land have

suffered sli ght to modera. te metamorphi sm &1'J.dthe

epidote~ amphibole and chlorite given in table 5
are .no t original consti tuents of the sediments.

Most of the samples from this locali ty were more-

OVer received in a partia.lly or completely

concentrated state before they were further examined

in thi s study. The figures given for the heavy

mineral percentages are therefore not quantitatively

comperable with those given in the other tables.

The residues of the Antarctica Devonian to

Carboniferous rocks are quite different from those

of the South African Cape System but the Gondwana
.-

residues resemble their South African equivalents

to some ex ten t , In Imtarctica the transi tion from
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pre-Gondwana straté is not marked by a complete
change in the composLtian of the heavy residues as
it is in South £frica. The resemblance between
the Gondwana residues of the two regions may thus
be due merely to the',fortui tous simila'rity of the
'conditions of sedimentation and not to any physical
connection between the two regions (as is postulated
by the hypothesis that all the southern continents
once formed part of a supercontinent).

The sedimentary rocks of the Falkland Islands
(Nos. 101 - 110) closel~ resemble those of the
southern Cape Province. They have been described
by Baker (1922) and ,Adie (1952a, 1952b). The
Devonien to Carboniferous assemblage ca~ be subdivided
into three parts. The Port Stephens Beds, the Fox
Bay and Port Philomel Beds, end the Port Stanley
Beds. These g~oups are correlated with the Table
Moun tain Series, the Bokkeveld Series and the

by the strata of the Gondwana System which consist
of a basal tilli te (Lafonian Tilli te) and a thick
succession of terrestrial sandstones and shales
(Lafonian Sandstone, Choiseu1 Sound and Brenton
Lock Beds, Bay of Harbours and West Lafonian Beds) •

"

....



the Lafonian Tilli te 0 Only a few samples of
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A palaeobotanical study has shown tha.t the highest

beds in the Falkland Islands stratigraphical column

should be correlated wi th the Molteno Stage of the

Stormberg Series. The Cave Sandstone, and Drakensberg

basalts are thus absent either because they have

nbt,been deposi ted or because they have been destroyed

by erosion. The strata in both islands have been

strongly folded, resulting in the formation of

folded rapges which trend in two directions, one

striking north-east and the other crossing it nearly

at righ tangles.

Like the stratigraphical features, the heavy

residues of the South African and Falkland Island

rocks closely resemble each other.· The similari ty

between the Table Mountain Series and the Port

Stephens Beds r e s.l.dues , as well as tha t between the

residues of the VVitteberg Series and the Port

Stan.ley Beds is prac tically complete. The

trensi tion between the Devonian t.o Carboniferous

and the Gondwana rocks is furthermore precisely

stmt Lar to theet between the Cape and the Karroo

Systems, a high percentage of garnet appearing in

upper Gondwana strata were availaple for study

but these seem to indicate that the break in the
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garnet content of the Lower Ecca Beds is duplicated

in the Falkland Islands .e It was found that one

Falkland Islands concentrate differs completely

Philomel 'Beds residue (No.109) resembles the

concentrates from the tillite horizon rather than

those from the other bevonian to Carboniferous

sand stones. It is therefore concluded that

the sample was probably mislabelled in the

laboratory and that it was actually obtained from

the tilli te horizon.
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QI,2S,C1Jê.~I .Pi....9f . .r~E~Sy_L1'..$._
Tho sediments of the Cape System become

coarser as one goes northwards and it is generally
accepted that they were derived from a northern
source. That is, the sou~ce rocks for the most,

!

part are the same as those at present exposed
in Southern Africa (with the exception of the
younger Karroo rocks)D Du Toit (1937) is of the
opini on that the Devonian to Carb oniferous
sediments of'South America also have a northern
provenanc e, The composi tion of the heavy
residues shows that the rocks of these two areas
and also of the source area of the Falkland
Islands nevonian to Carboniferous closely
resemble one anothero

The advent of the Gondwana era ushered in
profound geological and climatic changes in the
Southern Hemisphereo Much of .the land surface
of the hemisphere beca~e glaciated. In Southern
Africa a long period of erosion came to an end
and sediments began to accumulate. on a la.rge part
of the country--at first glacial deposits and
later continental sands and mud s, The s'tudy

of the Karroo rocks has shown that:
(1) the deposition was rapid, that iS7 the



most part crystalline rocks. From the
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sediments were derived from a region
that was being rapidly elevated and
denuded. This deduction is supported
by the presence of unstable heavy minerals
(andalusite, epidate, staurolite, apatite)
which would disappear with protracted
erosion.

(2) the source of the sediments was for the

discussion of the possible sources of
derivation it follows that the common
heavy minerals present in concentrates
from rocks of the Karroo System were
mainly derived from crystalline
metamorphic rocks, granites and pegmatites.
The light minerals (cf. feldspar, quartz
and detrital graphite, tables'6 and 7)
are also indicative of such a sourcee

(3) the source rocks of the Karroo System
differed from those of the Cape Systemo

In order to determine whether or not
the Basemen t rocks of South Africa would
yield garnetiferous sediments, a number
of sands from rivers which drain regions
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composed of such rocks, were examined

and the results are given in table 1,

Noso 1-50 Even if the pyroxenes were

destroyed before deposition of the

sediments, these Basement rocks could not

bave yielded some of the garnet-rich

bands or even the graphite-bearing

rocks in the Karroo Systemo If the

sediments of the Cape System came from

the north then (as the Karroo gcossnc Ltne

is a linear east-vvest feature and as

the source rocks of the two systems

I differ) the Karroo s~diments were most

probably derived from the south (Haugh t cn ~

the south of the present African

continent and was composed of rocks

similar to those which are today found

. t ~ A ~ t· 1 tln par s 0..1. .sn car c aca , name y garne .,.

hornblen.de-microperthi te gnei s s in

Kemp Land and graphitic micaschists

jn South Victoria Land, (Fairbridge,

1952); garnetiferous gneisses in Queen

Maud Land, (Roots, 1953); garnetiferous

quar tzf te in Mac Robertson Land, (Crohn

1959)~
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It is probable that the Devonian to

Carboniferous sediments of the Falkland Islands
were derived from source rocks' similar to those
of the Cape System and the.t the Gondwana sedimen ts
(of the same region) came from a different source
similar to tha.t of the Karroo sedimen ts, There
may thus have been a close connection between the
two regions in Devonian to Carbo.i1.féferousto
Triassic times, but an the other hand the
resemblance may be due to other controlling

detailed study, preferably vvith the aid of size
ana'lys ls, will have to be made bef ore a definite
opinion' an the ~alaeozoic and Mesozoic relationship
between Africa and the Falkland Islands can be
expressed.

Sediments derived from Karroo rocks are
characterised by the presence of a large proportion
of ilmeni te (emanatáng from the doleri te) in the
concentrates (see sand from the vicini ty of
Bloemfontein and Kalahari sand, table 1, Nos.
6 and 7). During the present cycle of erosion
and redeposition of the Karroo sediments, garnet
is apparently completely (or practically completely)
destroyed.



graphical levels. They conclude that, as th~
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Whilst it is not yet known what the reascn
is for the apparent break in the garnet content
of the Lower Ecca Series,. the absence of this
mineral from certain Molteno Beds can be readily
explained on the,assumption that the rising Cape
ranges cut off the supply of seddrnen t s trom the
crystalline source area to the south. Taljaard
and Rust (1957) have found that pebbles of Ecca ,
Dwyka and Witteberg r0cks occur as inclusions in
the Molteno Beds at successively higher strati-

mountains rose in the south, Ecca Beds were first
eroded and at a later stage the streams cut dovm
into Dwyka( and Witteberg Beds •

.The lower garnet percentages in the samples
from South West Africa, may be due either to the
great distance from the southern source area or
the scarcity of garnet in a possible northern
source area.

Fdria.lLy , a few observations may be made on
the Value of heavy mineral analysis in sedimentation
studies. Pettijohn (1941, 1957) has expressed the
opinion that the heavy mineral assemblages of all
sediments are originally practically the same but
that age and depth of burial result in the destruc~ian
;:
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of some mineral species. Heavy mineral zones
are thus considered to,be essentially stabili ty
zones 0 Van ,Andel (1959) however does not
consider the effec ts of in trastratal solution
importan t but assigns the dominant rof.e to tectonic
factors.

Van Andel (1959) finds that sediments
deposited in orogenie regions are rich in mineral
species whilst 'those which are laid down under
stable shelf conditions are characterises by
impoverished heavy concentrates. The present
study has shown that age is indeed an important
factor in determining the variety of mineral
species present in heavy residues. The Recent
sands and river sediments examined contain a
relatively Lar ge proportion of the unstable minerals
whils these minerals are absent from Palaeozoic
and Mesozoic rocks. On the other hand, there are
maj or differences in composi tion amongst sandstones
of the same age.

Th,e appearance of a rela tiveIy large proportion
of garnet in the Dwyka rocks (the underlying
Witteberg rocks contain no garnet) is certainly
not due to age, as specimens from a much Lower
horizon in the Table Mountain Series a~so contains

:\



uniform and characteristic for that unito It has

\
I

- 50 -
a small amount of this mineraio The reason
for the absence in the Cape System, of garnet
in all but the tilli te of the Ta.ble Mountain
Series is that the sandstones of the Cape System
were deposited on a stable platform whilst
glaciation afforded ideal conditions for the
preservation of garnet. The composi tion of
heavy residues is undoubtedly determined by a
large number of factors, such as composition
of the source rocks, condi tions of sedimentation,
age, degree of metamorphism and weathering.

In order to prove (or disprove) the hypothesis
that sediments derived from orogenic regions are

.richer ~n heavy mineral species than those produced
by South African shield areas, a sample of sand
from the Mendoza River (No"lll) at the foot of the
Ande s Meun t af,ns wa s examf.ned, Thi s sample is not

/ . . .richer in heavy mineral species than the South
African sands but no conclusions can be drawn from
the study of only one sample and.more samples must
be examined before an opinion can be expressed.

The results of the present study show that the
heavy mineral concentrates of the major South
African stratigraphical units are usually fairly
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thus been possible to obtain useful results
by the analysis of only a limited number of
specimens. The significance of the similarity

.bet-vileenSouth African and the Falkland Island
concentrates, as well as the correspondence
between other sedimentary groups, may be a
fruitful field of sedimentary petrological
study in the future.

-----0000000-----
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TA8LE I: HEAVY MINERAL COMP.OSITION (PERCENTAGES8Y NUM8ER), AVERAGEGRAIN SIZE (mm,) AND ROUNDNESS(LETTERS A-E, PETTIJOHN).
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TABLE 2: HEAVY MINERAL COMPOSITION (PERCENTAGES BY NUMBER), AVERAGE CR.-IN SIZE Cm",) AND ROUNDNESS (L~7,E"S A-E, PETTlJOHN).
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SKETCH MAP SHOWING THE LOCALITIES OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN SAMPLES.FIGURE I:
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FIGURE 2: GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE DIFFERENC E IN EF FIC IENCY

OF TWO METHODS OF BROMOFORM SEPARATION.
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FIGURE 3: HISTOGRAMS OF THE REFRACTIVE INDEX DISTRIBUTION OF GARNET IN SELECTED SAMPLES.
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FIGURE 4: SKETCH MAP SHOWING THE LOCALITIES OF THE ANTAR.CTICA SAMPLES.
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